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 We are in the process of discovering the way 
technology may leverages the sharing of 
knowledge inside organisations and across 
organizational boundaries. How to use all 
these great possibilities is still an open ques-
tion, but it is obvious that information tech-
nology is a knowledge-enabler, without it a 
modern organization having difficulties to 
access the vast amount of information that 
is available in both internal and external or-
ganizational environment. Social interaction 
and individual through knowledge digital 
spaces are seeing as the main skills of fu-
ture intellect workers. In this framework, we 
presented the concept of knowledge portal 
and the most important functions that litera-
ture presented as necessary for developing 
such a portal. Further, in actual context of 
the ascension of Free and Open Source 
Software, and the huge opportunities it is of-
fering in information handling, we described 
such a software solution – named Bitweaver, 
that provide a medium through which knowledge can be shared, so 
we presented as a good candidate for accomplishing such a portal. 
We have combined and applied the previously exposed ideas in 
accomplishing a space for storage and communication between 
the members of a department, which shares common interests, 
useful information about their teaching and research activities. 
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1. Assumptions, Objectives and Background 
Maintaining a balance of information, for the purpose of
providing adequate access to internal and external
information on a common technical platform, has become
nowadays more important than ever. However, a major
challenge for today's information systems is to provide
users with accurate and timely information. Among these
technology-driven tools, the corporate portals emerged as
vital tools for organizations whose success increasingly
depends on information sharing, exchange, leveraging the
knowledge available internally.  
A lots of terms, sometimes used interchangeably, refers
to portal category as a solution for managing large and
complex amount of data: Enterprise Portals, Employees
Portals, Enterprise Intranet Portals, Corporate Portals,
Business-to-Employees Portals and Business-to-
Employees Systems. This defines an innovative
technology which aims at providing employees with in-
time relevant information they need to perform their
duties and make efficient business decisions, being used
to collect, manage, share and use information stored in
disparate databases throughout the company (Aneja,
Brooksby & Rowan, 2000; Benbya, Passiante & Belbaly,
2004). 
When building a portal, we have to think about integrating
the enterprise, a process that one cannot take lightly or
a c c o m p l i s h  e a s i l y ,  a n d  w e  a l s o  h a v e  t o  t a k e  i n t o
consideration the fact that business processes are quite
complex and continuously changing. Businesses aren’t
standard, because competitive forces and the ever-shifting
variety of people associated with them won’t let them be.
So, we found that a good idea is not trying to manufacture
a monolithic solution to integrating the enterprise—it will
evolves with the business, but to enable information
movement through the organization. Therefore, “it is better
to invest in a person, rather than a product that will be
outdated in a year. Of course, we can always supplement
the effort with outside consultants as necessary. Again,
though, we would not be tied to a particular company and
their consultants (which are not uniform in quality and
availability anyway)”. (Richardson et al. 2004) 
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In this respect, the current paper is a result of an effort to 
identify and use Free and Open Source Software for 
implementing a collaborative knowledge portal that 
integrates the latest generation of social technologies 
(blogging, wikis, forums, podcasting etc.) into a single 
platform, while having a unified interface and being easy 
to use. This portal is meant to facilitate access to 
knowledge held by people in the organization, information 
and knowledge exchange between members of the 
organization, and overall, it aims to provide a flow of 
knowledge throughout the organization.  
Another reason was the trend across Europe in supporting 
the use of open software (open source) and free software 
(Ghosh, R. A., 2006), that we have chosen both for the 
host platform (Web server) and for the portal application. 
The hosting platform is based on the Apache Web server, 
on the MySQL database server and on the PHP script 
language. These can be installed both on a Windows 
operating system (2000, XP, Vista) and on Linux. The 
portal application is created based on the Content 
Management System, called Bitweaver. 
In carrying out the research and the portal I have relied on 
my experience acquired in the teaching activity since 
2002 in subjects as eBusiness systems, namely Electronic 
Business, at the specialization of Economic Informatics, 
within the Faculty of Economics and Business 
Administration at the West University of Timişoara. 
2. The Concepts of Knowledge Portal  
and Knowledge Worker 
Coming from the Latin „porta” – gate, the term “portal” is 
known mostly with the significance of „A doorway, 
entrance, or gate, especially one that is large and 
imposing”. (The American Heritage Dictionary of the 
English Language, 2009). In the end of previous century, 
when Information technology reached a new level of 
interconectivity, the term was adopted for describing „A 
website considered as an entry point to other websites, 
often by being or providing access to a search engine” 
(The American Heritage Dictionary of the English 
Language, 2009). 
Portals was adopted firstly by the well-known search 
e n g i n e s ,  a s  Y a h o o ,  t h a t  i n t e grated a variety of services 
such as virtual communities, real time chat a.s.o. – and 
the term usually used is that of web portal. Companies 
(enterprises) adopted the portals for enabling a unified 
application access, information management and 
knowledge management both for his employees, within 
the company, and between the company and his trading 
partners and customers. (Benbya, Passiante, & Belbaly, 
2004, p. 204-205)  
Literature presents the portal as a set of applications that: 
•  enable companies to unlock the information stored 
internally or externally; 
•  provide users a single gateway to personalized 
information needed to make better informed 
business decisions (SPOA – single point of access); 
•  consolidate, manage, analyze and distribute 
information across and outside the enterprise. 
It is interesting to mention that starting with the first 
articles that tried to define and describe corporate or 
enterprise portals, it was made linkages with the term of 
knowledge (Gartner Research Note, 30 of December, 
1998), usually such portals being describes as facilitators 
for adding knowledge to the company’s intranet.    
In 1999, Joseph M. Firestone, introduced the concept 
"Enterprise Knowledge Portal (EKP)" (in "Enterprise 
Information Portals and Enterprise Knowledge Portals")  to 
the IT world by defining it and distinguishing it from the 
Enterprise Information Portal (EIP). By his definition, an 
EKP “is an enhanced Enterprise Information Portal (EIP). 
[…] is a particularly comprehensive version of an EIP 
however, incorporating a personalized browser-based 
interface, structured data management, unstructured 
content management, and collaborative, as well as 
knowledge production, knowledge integration, and 
knowledge management functionality […]”. (Firestone, 
2000). This mixture, between an organization (enterprise, 
or company) processes, computing, and knowledge, was 
seen as leading the way toward a new type of computing 
and business discipline — active computing over passive 
computing. Since the first file system, the art of record 
keeping using computers — or passive computing — was 
continuously perfected. Active computing is being able to 
turn to a computer for real answers, real knowledge. 
Today we have to begin to provide active computing 
through an Enterprise Knowledge Portal, by bringing 
together the ideas from a number of computing initiatives 
that each provide a piece of the puzzle ­ a convergence of 
initiatives. (Grammer, 2000; Firestone, 1999; Firestone, 
2000) 
Thinking also to the human resource of an organization, a 
new synergy emerged as a necessity in contemporary 
business environment: between the capacity of 
technological systems to process information and the 
creative and innovative capacity of the people involved, 
the key being a new kind of worker. In this respect, the 
new category of workers was coined by Peter Drucker 
about forty years ago as “knowledge worker” (KW). 
Although there persist a certain degree of confusion about 
its exact meaning, basically KW represents any person 
involved in the creation, management and dissemination 
of knowledge. A knowledge worker covers a wide range of 
activities and professions. Generally speaking, this kind of 
worker tend to be academically well qualiﬁed, have a thirst 
for knowledge and innovation, and an intensive use of 
information technologies feedback  (Rubio-Royo, Gallego 
& Alonso-García, 2003, p. 43) 
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In this context, organizations are designing and 
developing different strategies addressing, on the one 
hand the new knowledge, skills and attitudes of the 
knowledge workers, and, on the other hand, the new work 
forms and environments required. These environments 
promote socialization and collaborative participation for 
facilitate the organization of groups, enhance team 
collaboration and promote the exchange of knowledge. 
Having in our view this human side, naming the new type 
of worker, as a general user of such a portal, the 
Knowledge Portal represents a starting point web site 
where members of a knowledge community begin to 
enter, find, and access knowledge using the various 
knowledge artifacts. The knowledge portal may be 
designed to focus upon the type of work expected to be 
done by the knowledge user. Finneran (1999) determined 
the following profiles: knowledge subject matter access, 
collaboration, community description, and a combination 
of the above. At times, the knowledge user may wish to 
focus on knowledge relevant to a project being worked on 
within the context of the knowledge community, or he or 
she may wish to take an enterprise knowledge view.  
In modern organizations, the knowledge management 
implies both portals -- that is the part that the business 
and information systems areas will focus on, and the 
knowledge workers – that had to get acclimated to use 
the portal to send and receive knowledge on a regular 
basis. (Seiner, 2000) 
3. Choosing the Technological Solution 
3.1. Why Content Management System?  
The active computing instead of a passive one (Grammer, 
2000) can be achieved by using a Content Management 
System (CMS). A CMS is a tool that enables a variety of 
(centralised) technical and (de-centralised) non technical 
staff to create, edit, manage and finally publish (in a 
number of formats) a variety of content (such as text, 
graphics, video, documents etc), whilst being constrained 
by a centralised set of rules, process and workflows that 
ensure coherent, validated electronic content. (Williams, 
2008) 
A Web CMS is a CMS with additional features aiming to 
ease content publication on websites. Web content 
management systems are often used for storing and 
controlling documents such as articles, news, operating 
manuals, technical manuals, sales guides, and marketing 
brochures. 
A CMS may offer the following possibilities  
•  to import and create documents and multimedia 
material; 
•  the ability to position content in larger 
organizational structures and in relation to other 
content — one of the most crucial functions of a 
CMS; 
•  to identify key users and their role in content 
management; 
•  the ability to assign roles and responsibilities to 
different categories or types of content; 
•  to manage content from initial drafts through to 
published pages, with reviews at set points in the 
process of collaborative content creation, often 
coupled with messaging according to the event, so 
that content managers are alerted when changes 
occur; 
•  the ability to publish the content in a centralized 
storage location, called a repository (library), to 
support access to content. Lately, is an increasingly 
important part of the system, a repository can be 
interrogated for searching and retrieving the 
desired content; 
•  the semantic appearance separation of the 
content from the very own aspect (for example, 
CMS may automatically set the color, fonts, or 
emphasis on the text). 
The CMS content is not actually a source of knowledge. 
Knowledge in a CMS is not the words included in the 
pages, but they are won by the processes and 
opportunities offered by CMS, used to capture 
organizational knowledge. Knowledge is further enhanced 
b y  t h e  a b i l i t y  o f  C M S  t o  s u p p o r t  d i s c o v e r y  o f  n e w  
knowledge, using metadata and an effective navigation 
system. 
By acknowledging the importance of these support 
activities, greater benefits can be obtained by 
implementing the CMS, and strategic goals regarding 
knowledge can be achieved. The source of knowledge is 
always the human look, not technology, CMS serving only 
as effective catalyst for knowledge management activities 
in an organization. 
There are some practical ways by which CMS sites can be 
used to achieve the objectives of knowledge 
management, which are summarized below (Prideaux, 
2005; Step Two Designs Pty Ltd, 2004; Barker, 2009). 
1. Much of the information in organizations was gradually 
accumulated over a long period of time without a long-
term plan or strategy to guide their management. The 
result is a large amount of content, much of it being out of 
date, being incorrect or poorly structured. Restructuring 
and rewriting it is a direct way to increase the value of the 
organization’s knowledge assets. 
By using qualified personnel for restructuring and 
rewriting, key information can be summarized in a more 
effective form. Following this process knowledge gaps can 
be identified and the mechanism to address them can be 
provided. In this way, the act of analysis and reprocessing 
of information helps to clarify the knowledge needs of the 
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organization. Even if it is not a cheap and fast process, it 
allows capturing key knowledge, supporting the objectives 
of increasing the consistency of theory and practice in the 
organization. 
Versioning - the ability to track and manage multiple 
versions of a single instance of the content is a feature of 
CMS that permit to keep the older version when content is 
updated. If something needs to rollback, the older version 
can be restored — usually to a draft state, ready to be 
published as a new version. 
2. In many organizations, the vast majority of staff who 
disposes of knowledge is close to retirement. CMS 
provides a useful platform to store the result of "exit 
interviews" and other activities to capture knowledge. This 
information can then be transferred to future staff, thus 
ensuring continuity in practice. Also, CMS is suitable for 
publishing best practices, which are a common way of 
sharing processes and value approaches for different 
areas in the organization. 
3. In order that the content remains updated, the content 
owners should be identified for all information stored in 
the CMS. Once identified the content owners, a knowledge 
map is set up that points out the people holding expertise 
knowledge. This knowledge map can then be used to 
support other activities related to knowledge within an 
organization. The mapping of knowledge can be achieved 
in various ways, and including the knowledge in a CMS 
simplifies the maintenance and provides a wide range of 
tools for managing the lists of content owners. 
4. A CMS simplifies the selection and handling of 
metadata (“information about information"). These 
metadata can be used to support the objectives of the 
organization regarding knowledge, in many different ways 
such as: 
•  content owners tracking; 
•  capturing the relations and links between different 
elements of information. This includes approaches 
such as topic maps, which offer powerful ways to 
manage joint knowledge (taxonomies, or 
ontologisms, in MC terms); 
•  capturing information regarding classification, such 
as keywords. This gives the knowledge holders a 
way for annotating pages to improve the finding of 
information; 
•  pursuing a range of specific business intelligence 
in the content pages (such as pages regarding 
related products). 
Making the use of metadata into a practical reality, CMS 
can support a wide range of powerful solutions. 
5. By providing an easy to use interface for writing new 
content, a CMS can eliminate many of the barriers to 
disseminating information through the organization. The 
basis for this approach is the decentralized content 
creating, where business users create and update their 
own content. A proper CMS eliminates the need for HTML 
knowledge and of other technical skills and provides a 
simple interface such as WYSIWYG (What You See Is What 
You Get) for setting up the pages. This allows employees 
to include the development of content as part of the 
ongoing work and thus gain experience and skills. In this 
way, project teams can provide daily updates of their 
activities, strategic decisions can be documented and 
disseminated, and also information on services offered by 
a particular group can be highlighted. 
Thus, the ability to easily publish information on a platform 
that is accessible throughout the organization supports 
the key objectives of sharing knowledge. Of course, these 
benefits are achievable only if the CMS provides easy to 
use tools, which is a main criterion for the selection of a 
CMS.  
6. By using a CMS a wide range of helpful elements can 
be implemented for automatic navigation, such as: 
•  navigation tools consistent throughout all pages of 
the intranet; 
•  "Breadcrumbs" to display the user's current 
location; 
•  "Back of the Book" indexing; 
•  cross-references between related pages. 
7. The CMS allows non-technical people to schedule, 
trigger, and otherwise manage the process of moving the 
content to the production environment, freeing technical 
resources from publishing tasks. If your valuable technical 
people are constantly distracted by pushing out small text 
changes, regularly releasing new articles, or fixing layout 
issues, the CMS will change their worlds. With a CMS in 
place, these tasks become things that publishers and 
editors can do, usually with a powerful set of tools 
available within the CMS. The technical people maintain 
the CMS, but it's at much higher level, and their time is 
greatly freed to handle more technical issues throughout 
your organization. Usually, the actual time required to 
publish your content is reduced. More importantly, the 
time it does take is spent by the most appropriate people 
(authors, editors, publishers), and not by people who are 
probably supposed to be working on a new Web site 
feature or tuning up the network. 
3.2. Why Open Source? 
It seems like making the argument for open-source 
software gets easier every year. This is due in large part to 
open-source products such as Linux, MySQL, JBoss, 
Tomcat, and the Apache Web Server (just to name a few), 
which have been wildly successful. Furthermore, quality 
software organizations such as the Apache Software 
Foundation (arguably the best software engineering firm in 
the world) boast a history of consistent, stable, and 
successful software deliveries. (Richardson et al 2004) 
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Open source software can be briefly defined as software 
that is made available in source code format. Open source 
software is plentiful, and is either free of charge or much 
less expensive to acquire than commercially available 
code. Open source software also often can be acquired 
from a variety of sources, which helps a company avoid 
being locked into the support, maintenance, and 
development constraints associated with dependence on 
a single supplier. Perhaps most important, open source 
software is constantly being tested, debugged, and 
upgraded by the open source code community — 
composed, in the main, of the same programmers that an 
organization might otherwise have to pay to perform that 
work. (Meeker, 2008, p. 123-124) 
The availability of open source software has 
fundamentally changed the way software is acquired for 
use and development. When we talk about big websites, 
we could imagine high traffics, lots of data with 
complicated navigation and structure, complex permission 
and user control, thousands of users, dynamic and 
interactive and so on. This entire environment can be 
managed dynamically, by using Open Source CMS. Maybe 
this is one of the strong reasons why worldwide 
organizations as the Brazilian Government, French 
Parliament, NASA, MIT, Nokia, Novell, National Geographic 
h a v e i n common t h e u s e of  O p en S ou rce M a na gement  
Systems (Shreves, 2009). 
It is also a tempting approach that using open source is a 
risk. But we think, and a lot of other do so, that open 
source is primarily a powerful technological opportunity, 
the greatest thing about capable open-source software 
b e i n g  t h a t  i t  s o l v e s  t h e  c l a s s i c  “ b u i l d  v e r s u s  b u y ”  
engineering dilemma. Software had become so complex 
that it was simply not practical to choose to build anything. 
Now, with reliable open-source alternatives, developers 
can start with the open-source products and build the 
features sets needed, and avoid trying to interpret the 
“reinvent the wheel”. More important, however, you can 
choose to invest in your people, not in licenses, which pay 
for a lot of people who are not interested or even aware of 
your enterprise. The money are better to be invested 
instead toward improving the enterprise software directly, 
with the entire investment going to directly improve 
mission support, not buying a bloated product with a 
number of unneeded features, and then needing to hire 
expensive consultants from that company to come in and 
make it actually do something for your enterprise—
because they are the only ones that know their product. 
(Meeker, 2008; Richardson, Avondolio, Vitale, Len & T., 
2004) 
Many open-source projects are commercially developed 
code bases turned over to the open market as a business 
decision, which is smart because they no longer have to 
pay to maintain the code. Other open-source developers 
are students who donate research and products, and still 
others are top consultants who donate their efforts in part 
to keep their skills current. Many are people who got into 
software because they enjoy writing code, and like the 
idea that they are writing code that others will actually 
use. 
We can’t forget the best part about open-source software: 
most of it is free. Of course, these products are not totally 
free, because you generally need slightly more 
sophisticated people to work with open-source tools. 
These tools lack a cottage industry that hands out 
certificates to prove training on a piece of software. That 
said, many open-source projects are much easier to use 
than their commercial competitors. Another advantage is 
that using open-source products, developers can become 
proficient with emerging tools and technologies, 
cultivating an ability to build solutions with them, rather 
than be tied to a purchasing decision (before they can 
actually learn hands on or gain new knowledge that can 
be applied to the next project). 
To set up the portal, at first I pointed out a number of CMS 
s o l u t i o n s ,  w h i c h  w e  u s e d  t o  c o n d u c t  t h e  d e v e l o p i n g  o f  
several websites (www.tje.uvt.ro, www.hypercube.ro) and 
which are the subject of study in the laboratory of 
eBusiness and Electronic Business systems, such as 
Joomla! and Drupal. 
These benefit from the advantage of having large 
communities of users and developers, with dozens of 
additional modules or extensions, specially designed for 
extending the functions and for adding new features and 
activities that can be undertaken with these CMSs. I recall 
here the Community Builder module of Joomla! and the 
Conference module of Drupal. 
After a thorough research and testing of various CMS 
solutions that meet these goals, I focused on the 
Bitweaver solution. Although the community and the 
spread of this CMS are relatively small compared to 
Joomla!, Drupal, Xoopit (etc.), I was impressed by the 
potential it offers, considering that it best suits my 
intentions related to the creation of a collaborative portal 
to support Knowledge Management in a medium-sized or 
small organization. 
The comparison features of Bitweaver (2), Drupal (6.10) 
and Joomla! (1.5.10) (Figure 1) revealed by the website 
devoted to comparing the various CMS available on the 
current market, www.cmsmatrix.org, placed Bitweaver in 
better place that the other two solution on the following 
categories: security and ease of use. The not so well 
positioned are the commerce section and the buit-in 
applications. In areas as Interoperability, management, 
performance, and system requirements there are no 
much differences between the three mentioned software 
solutions. 
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4. Overview of the Bitweaver – as an Open Source 
Software Solution for Accomplishing  
a Collaborative Knowledge Portal 
Bitweaver is a framework for Web applications (Web Ap-
plication Framework) and a Content Management System 
(CMS), open source, written in PHP and supports the 
MySQL database, PostgreSQL, Oracle, Sybase and Firebird 
on Windows and Linux OS. Due to the large database that 
it supports, Bitweaver is considered to be a multi-platform. 
Its speed and power are ideal for developing websites for 
large-scale communities and corporate applications. It in-
cludes all features upon installation and is easily extenda-
ble. Although is a descendant of TikiWiki, Bitweaver was 
completely transformed and modularized (on packages) 
for higher speed and total customization. 
Bitweaver began as an experiment to modularize TikiWiki 
and allow administrators to remove less needed facilities 
(not just cutting off the actual characteristics, but also 
eliminate their code). Practically Bitweaver broke TikiWiki 
functions in individual packages. 
The concept of "package" allows a lot of features to be in-
tegrated with prior distribution sources to provide Web de-
velopers with the ideal stability of the kernel code and the 
ability to focus on customized characteristics. This new 
modularity allows Bitweaver be an ideal framework for 
Web applications, which is highly customizable and allows 
very good integration of other proprietary applications or 
open source applications. Thus, Bitweaver comes with a 
c o m p l e t e  s e t  o f  f e a t u r e s  f o r  a  C M S ,  s u c h  a s :  a r t i c l e s ,  
news, wiki pages, blogs, categories, image galleries, file 
galleries, forums, calendars, intra mail, user management, 
choice of database, languages, topics, comments etc. 
The fact that Bitweaver has a lot of features does not 
mean that all should be used as well. Thus, due to 
modularization the desired modules can be activated, and 
those that are not needed can be stopped. 
We can state that because of the modularity, scalability 
and data integrity and its stability, it is ideal for the enter-
prise or widespread websites with high traffic. Being easy 
to use, it is ideal for small sites, as well. It is however more 
suitable for personalization, high-end features and object 
oriented design and is less friendly to people looking for a 




Figure 1. The comparison features of the three Open Source CMS 
 
Source: http:// www.cmsmatrix.org 
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The architectural flexibility, combined with a high degree 
of scalability has made Bitweaver be different from the 
hundreds of the Web CMS applications available on the 
market and become the CMS choice of powerful organiza-
tions. The website that I accomplished was powered by 
the v2.02 version.  
Bitweaver was designed, from the start, for speed from 
one end to the other: layout design, using queries and 
software design - a very good engine performance. One of 
the concerns of its developers is to make the core charac-
teristics as strong as possible and to eliminate the once 
that can bring up problem. 
It provides a wide range of characteristics 
(www.cmswiki.com/tiki-index.php?page=bitweaver), a part 
of which being presented further. A top priority is 
maintaining the number of accesses to the database to a 
minimum, because usually they are due to "bottlenecks" 
that occur with this type of applications. The number of 
database accessing was reduced from about 250 to 
about 40, for a page of average load. 
The sophisticated system of CSS class selection (Casca-
ding Style Sheets), makes the customizing of the aspect 
easy, flexible and incredibly strong. This simplifies the u-
ser's work, because there is less code. As a result, CSS 
files in Bitweaver generally are of about 5 to 15 kB com-
pared to 50 to 65 kB in TikiWiki, or other CMS systems. 
Also, many unnecessary CSS classes have been restored 
and removed, being replaced with appropriate HTML tags. 
Another praiseworthy characteristic is that the developers 
made a top priority of avoiding tables as much as possi-
ble, these being used only if the compatibility issues of 
browsers are absolutely necessary or appropriate, such as 
data listings. However, even some of them have been re-
placed with unordered lists, in order to be free to amend 
the layout using CSS. 
Bitweaver controls almost all its pages on the W3C (World 
Wide Web Consortium) (www.w3.org) to comply with the 
XHTML 1.0 strict standard and are not recognized until all 
errors and warnings have been addressed. We must 
recognize that this means a greater quantity of work, but this 
way it is easier to read and work with Bitweaver templates. 
Despite indentation and ease of pattern-reading, their size 
is smaller, because Bitweaver removes the white space 
excess from all templates, reducing the time for page 
downloading. Max Kremmel, founder and developer of 
user interfaces, stated with regard to Bitweaver that 
“using standard compliant XHTML Strict1.0 and CSS 
without sophisticated tables, made Bitweaver stand 
higher than the rest”, the world of web applications 
(http://www.bitweaver.org/wiki/PressReleaseOne). 
A number of changes were introduced to improve its 
usability and friendliness to visitors. The most important 
update of its usability is the fact that Bitweaver provides 
"inline" assistance, practically next to each entry form, 
briefly describing what a particular setting means. 
It was designed to simplify integration with third 
applications, using minimal effort and time. Currently, 
there are two major open source applications included as 
part of the Bitweaver distribution, which are perfectly 
integrated - Gallery 2 and phpBB. 
Stephan Borg, founder and supporter of the Bitweaver 
application frameworks, stated that as a working 
framework of the application, Bitweaver boasts an 
abstract database, easier internationalization, an 
extremely flexible look and more authentication systems. 
For those that are developing an existing PHP project, or 
just starting out, using Bitweaver as kernel let the 
energies focus on their application, rather than supporting 
the working frameworks (http://www.hiveminds.co.uk/ 
demo/index.php?site=bitweaver). 
4.1 The Bitweaver Architecture 
In order to facilitate the software creation and mainte-
nance, Bitweaver uses the architecture called Model-View-
Controller (MVC). MVC is an architecture model used in 
software engineering, effectively tying the graphical inter-
face with the user (GUI) of the data model, in the object-
oriented programming. This architecture is widely used in 
the Java, C++ or Smalltalk programming, allowing the 
source code to be reused, reducing this way the develop-
ment time of applications with user interfaces 
(http://www.bitweaver.org/wiki/SamplePackageDissection, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_view_controller, 
Scorţan, 2008). The MVC architecture (Figure 2) includes 
three main components: Model, View and Controller, of-
fering a way to "divide" the application, or at least part of 
the application’s interface in the three parts (i.e. changes 
in the View component may be made without impact on 
the Model component). The Model represents the logic re-
presentation (structure), the View is the visual representa-
tion and the Controller is the behavior representation. 
The Model component is represented by the data and ap-
plication logical structure as well as by the high-level 
 
 
Figure 2. Model, View and Controller relations 
(the continuous lines suggest a direct association, and the 
dotted ones an indirect association) 
 
Source: adapted from Fechete, Mircea, 2008 
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classes associated with them, information (data) of the 
applications and business rules governing data access or 
their amendment. The Model component contains informa-
tion about the user interface, about how will be displayed 
the data or actions used GUI to manipulate the data. 
The  View component is a collection of classes 
representing the user interface (all objects that the user 
can see on the screen and can interact with, such as 
buttons, text boxes etc.). It uses methods of the Model's 
query to obtain the interface necessary information, 
specifying how data should be represented. This level is 
responsible for maintaining the consistency in the event of 
a change in the Model. 
The  Controller component represents the classes which 
are accomplishing communication between the classes of 
the Model and the ones in View and takes care of 
communication between the Model and the users’ 
actions. The Controller translates the interactions with the 
View link, into action to be taken by the Model. The 
interactions can be: clicks on buttons, selecting menus, 
pressing the keys or mouse movements. The actions 
performed by the Model include business processes or 
changing the state of the Model. Depending on the user’s 
interaction and the actions triggered in the Model, the 
Controller chooses a View. 
In the MVC architecture the control flow works as follows: 
•  the user interacts with the user interface in a 
certain way (for example, the user has pressed a 
button on the web page); 
•  the Controller receives notification of the action 
taken by the user from the user interface objects. 
T h i s  i s  g e n e r a l l y  d o n e  i n  t h e  f i l e  p a c k a g e  /  
someaction.php, joining the communications 
between the data from the Web page (View) and 
the ones sent to the library (Model); 
•  The Controller accesses the model, updating the site 
in a manner appropriate to the user’s action (e.g. the 
controller updates the database with new informa-
tion), if necessary; in Bitweaver, this is generally ac-
complished in the package file / someaction.php. 
•  The View uses the Model to generate an 
appropriate user interface (e.g. it displays on the 
screen a table of the database); 
•  the user interface awaits further user interactions, 
which determine restarting the cycle. 
While Sample entries are edited, the browser directs its 
requests toward edit.php. Here, the data application 
(user’s input) is processed and stored in the Model. 
Depending on the action required by the user (storage, 
loading ...), the Model can be stored in the database, 
before being raised the issue of edit_sample.tpl template 
that generates an HTML output. (Figure 3) 
4.2 The Bitweaver Content  
The suite of feature sets in a fully modular design, at several 
levels (www.bitweaver.org/wiki/bitweaverArchitecture): 
•  the  package – the largest division of modular 
architecture, which is intended to be a feature with 
a large range of applicability – such as the Wiki 
package or the Blogs package. The term package 
was introduced as a concept in TikiWiki; 
•  the module – the term "Module" was maintained 
for a use identical to TikiWiki. Modules are "blocks" 
of data that appear in various parts of the pages on 
the site - such as "Last pages modified" or "Latest 
posts on the blog"; 
•  the  plug-in – the packages may contain plug-ins 
within, to enable modular functionality. The Liberty 
and Wiki packages have their own architectures of 
plug-ins to handle different data. 
The Bitweaver power and simplicity is to be found in the 
basic concept called the "package", which is simply a 
directory containing all files related to a particular facility. 
The key of the design are the packages, which can be 
removed or added arbitrarily and without adverse effects. 
This high degree of flexibility gives developers the freedom 
to insert perfectly open-source and proprietary code. 
During this process of modularization and of rewriting of 
the code, Bitweaver authors decided to introduce a 
Content Management System, centralized, called "Liberty", 
which uses an object oriented approach for both the 
software design and the data. This means that almost all 
content is stored in a common location, making it very 
easy to develop a new package and ensure a common 
standard for the entire platform. It also allows rapid 
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searching, simplified storage, data retrieval and word 
processing through a common base class. 
Benefitting from the Liberty power, Bitweaver comes with 
a new system for managing and editing images, called 
FishEye. The characteristics of this system of images in-
clude: multi-level permissions of confidentiality (public, 
password protected, password protected and hidden to 
search engines, private), purchase of pictures, picture 
gallery, image editing etc. Bitweaver offers support for two 
graphics’ libraries: GD and the ImageMagick powerful pro-
cessing system, included as part of Liberty and of FishEye 
(php.about.com/od/gdlibrary/Graphics_GD_Library.htm, 
www.imagemagick.org). 
A format of the plug-in mechanism allows textual content 
to be of different types of syntax, i.e. HTML, TikiWiki, 
BBCode etc. This architectural design has made possible 
the operation and the old sets of files (for example, 
downloaded and stored to date, using CVs), set in 
customized packages to be able to add any functionality 
required for a particular type of installation. In addition, 
unused packages can be removed only by deleting the 
package directory on the server, making this way 
Bitweaver be compact and comprehensive, as desired. 
4.3 Bitweaver Packages 
Bitweaver includes a number of default and optional 
packages, with different functions (www.bitweaver.org/ 
wiki/LibertyPackage). The default included packages are 
responsible for characteristics that are obtained when 
Bitweaver is downloaded and installed. There is a core set 
of packages that require other packages, which are called 
mandatory packages. The rest are all optional packages 
and can be enabled or disabled depending on the 
features desired on the site. 
Additional packages (e.g. the Bitcommerce package, the 
Group package), for one reason or another, are not 
included in the current version. They can be downloaded 
separately and installed in Bitweaver. 
In addition to the possibility of manipulation of the packa-
ges’ content, Bitweaver provides to the site administrators 
various services to improve the way content could be dis-
played or managed. Due to the modular architecture, ser-
vices extend the functionality of all installed packages. 
5. Presentation of the Accomplished Portal 
Combining the idea previously exposed, I accomplished a 
portal whose interface is shown in Figure 4. 
 
  
Figure 4. Home and portal interface after adding content and personalization 
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From the many available Bitweaver packages, we used 
only those that meet the objective set out in the 
beginning of the chapter and which are regarded as 
instruments of knowledge management. Corresponding 
to each package or to their functions, the interface 
displays one menu at a time. Thus, as can be seen in 
Figure 4 and 5, there are used packages for groups, 
articles, blogs, forums, wiki, email notifications and 
event management. 
Figure 6 is a screenshot of the administration interface 
(you can see the administration menu and some 
components installed, fully presented above). 
Figure 7 illustrate an instance of the events from a user 
interface view, and the menu options available to 
manage the events. 
 
  




Figure 5. Bitweaver’s installed packages for accomplished portal 
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6. What next? 
The accomplished portal is an intermediate stage to the 
main objective targeted: to have a portal for the entire 
organisation, having a great emphasis on flexibility and 
the ability to customization. 
But portals ambition to unify more systems under one roof 
and to control the flow of information can fail. Where each 
department or unit requires its own portal, problems may 
arise for cooperation and integration. Epicenter solution is 
to create a tool called enterprise portal management 
s y s t e m ,  w h i c h  w i l l  b e  o n  t o p  o f  p o r t a l s  a n d  t h a t  w i l l  
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